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NOTES FOR CONTRIBUTORS

Continuity and Change aims to define a field of historical sociology concerned with
long-term continuities and discontinuities in the structure of past societies.  Emphasis
is upon studies whose agenda or methodology combines elements from traditional
fields such as history, sociology, law, demography, economics or anthropology, or
ranges freely between them. There is a strong commitment to comparative studies over
a broad range of cultures and time spans.
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1. Articles should usually be less than 10,000 words, excluding endnotes and a 100-word
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title page should indicate the word-length of the article and affiliation and contact
address of the author(s). Comments on previously published  articles will also be con-
sidered, provided they do not exceed 1500 words.
2. Endnotes should be numbered consecutively through the manuscript and typed  
double-  spaced on separate pages at the end. Bibliographical references should be given
in full in the endnotes when first cited; thereafter use author surname and short title.
3. Maps and graphs (figures) and tables should be submitted in separate files, and the
text annotated to indicate where they should be placed. Figures should be submitted as
tif or eps files.
4. British conventions for spelling and punctuation are followed.
5. The Editors reserve the right to request authors to meet the costs of major correction
to the English that they consider necessary after the articles have been reviewed and
resubmitted by the authors.
6. Authors of articles published in the journal assign copyright to Cambridge
University Press (with certain rights reserved).

A full set of conventions is available on our website at: journals.cambridge.org/con.
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